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Abstract—We present a new system for measuring ambient
RF energy in the 2.4GHz ISM band. This apparatus is intended
to establish the feasibility of harvesting ambient RF energy to
power emerging ultra-low-power sensors and microcontrollers.
We simultaneously acquire RF measurements from a spatial and
polarization diversity antenna system, with both a spectrum
analyzer (frequency-selective but slow), and a log amp (wideband but fast), explain key tradeoffs in the measurement
configuration, and present a post-processing algorithm which
provides a reliable characterization of the RF energy available
in the 2.4GHz ISM band. Preliminary results suggest enough
energy is available to support a low duty cycle wireless sensor
node system. An average RF power of 11nW is observed 10m
away from a typical Wi-Fi access point in an office environment,
suggesting the possibility of low duty cycle, wirelessly powered
sensing and communication using a Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) or another ultra low power uplink.

I.
INTRODUCTION
While some battery-powered sensing nodes promise multiyear lifetimes, the inevitable labor costs to eventually replace
batteries are often prohibitively expensive, even when
amortized over long lifetimes. Energy harvesting is a
promising way to supplant batteries, the most common
sources of energy harvesting being photovoltaic, thermal, and
vibrational energy sources, or a hybrid of these sources [1,2].
Human motion energy harvesting has also been shown to be
realistic [3,4], which can provide energy for mobile or
wearable sensor networks. Lately, the feasibility of harvesting
ambient RF energy, particularly from the crowded 2.4GHz
ISM band, has been the subject of speculation in the literature.
Most reported results claim that there is insufficient 2.4GHz
RF energy available to power sensors despite the increasing
number of devices using this band (many of which are not WiFi devices) combined with the decreasing power requirements
of such sensors [5,6]. Recent research has thus focused on
digital television or other non-2.4GHz sources of ambient RF
energy [7].
This work is the first to combine RF energy measurements
from two complementary measurement devices (spectrum
analyzer and log amp) to obtain results that accurately
represent the energy available to common diode-based
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harvesting circuits [8,9]. We build on Visser [5] adding more
accurate data post-processing, Bouchouichia [6] by including
an input RF matching circuit for improved efficiency, and
Ishizaki [10] by considering actual Wi-Fi traffic (including
other 2.4GHz ISM band energy) and duty cycle patterns.
II. MEASUREMENT APPARATUS
As shown in Fig. 2, the equipment for measuring 2.4GHz
RF energy was assembled on a wheeled plastic lab cart,
capable of supporting the weight and size of the equipment, as
well as allowing mobility from one location to another. A
battery-backup power system was also built into the cart for
additional flexibility. A block diagram of the measurement
cart is shown in Fig. 1.
A. The Measurement Cart
The measurement antenna array was based on an 8 dBi
gain 60° beam width linear polarized flat patch antenna. Six
such antennas, L-Com RE09P-SM, were arranged to cover a
full circular sweep, aligned to horizontal polarization (H1, …,
H6 in Fig. 1). This was similarly duplicated in a vertical
polarization (V1, …, V6 in Fig. 1) to provide polarization
diversity.
Additionally, a thirteenth antenna, L-Com
HG2403CU polarized "omni"-directional antenna, was added
as a measurement validation tool.

Figure 1. The RF Measurement Cart Block Diagram
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The 50-ohm impedance antenna cables were multiplexed
through a cascaded array of Mini-Circuits MSP2TA-18XL RF
switches, chosen for low insertion loss, enabling each antenna
a unique interconnect to the measurement equipment. The
common port of the multiplexer switch matrix was then routed
through an RF splitter, connecting a single receiving
measurement antenna to both a spectrum analyzer, used for
narrowband measurements, and a log amp used for wideband
measurements.
A laptop computer was used to automate data capture.
The laptop controlled the antenna multiplexer switch matrix,
spectrum analyzer data capture, and log amp data capture.
A picture of the complete measurement cart apparatus is
shown in Fig. 2.
B. Measurement Characteristics of the Spectrum Analyzer
The Agilent N9320A spectrum analyzer used in this work
measures power passing through a 1MHz resolution
bandwidth (RBW) filter into 461 (fixed number) bins. The
sampling rate of the spectrum analyzer is ≈15 msec/sweep at
300KHz resolution bandwidth. Therefore, the spectrum
analyzer samples each frequency bin every 32.5µsec in a
single sweep.
However, standard IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi packets are
transmitted much faster than once every 32.5µsec [11].
Therefore, neighboring bin samples on the spectrum analyzer
are random narrow-bandwidth samples of energy available at
their respective sample times, undersampling actual Wi-Fi
transmissions. Data obtained by a spectrum analyzer, while
appearing to be a continuous-spectrum analysis of Wi-Fi
traffic at any single instance in time, is actually a composite of
461 undersampled energy readings. Therefore, the only way
to generate reliable statistics with the spectrum analyzer is to
take multiple data series and average.
Furthermore, the spectrum analyzer's 1MHz resolution
bandwidth filter is not an "ideal filter," but naturally overlaps
neighboring bins. For a particular bin, this means that energy
is over-reported, due to the filter's inclusion of neighboring
energy into the current bin. This excess contribution of
neighboring energy is a function of the resolution bandwidth
setting -- the higher the resolution, the wider the filter, the
more stray energy is measured. This can be observed when
measuring any wideband input signal on the spectrum
analyzer as magnitude rising as resolution bandwidth
increases.
Finally, the bin amplitude reported by the spectrum
analyzer is a function of the location of the peak frequency
within the bin due to the convolution of the RBW filter
response with the time varying input power spectral density
(PSD). Fig. 3 shows the variance of spectrum analyzer
amplitude measurements within a single frequency bin as peak
input frequency is swept under varying resolution bandwidth
settings. When measuring the continuous wave input signal,
the 100KHz resolution bandwidth setting has the tightest input
filters resulting in the smallest neighboring bin overlap (and
lowest magnitude results), a 3.04dBm variation within the bin
is observed.

Figure 2. The RF Measurement Cart, with close-up views of the antenna
array and spectrum analyzer

Because of these tradeoffs, we selected 300KHz as our
resolution bandwidth setting on the spectrum analyzer for our
data collection, as the best compromise to minimize the
inherent data collection errors of the measurement equipment.
C. Measurement Characteristics of the Log Amp
To validate the spectrum analyzer data given the power
spectral density of Wi-Fi signals, we added a secondary
measurement device, a log amp. We used an ADL5513
development kit from Analog Devices. This device operates
over the spectrum from 1MHz to 4GHz,
with sensitivity to
-70dBm. The log amp converts incident RF signals into a DC
voltage representing the logarithm of the envelope of the input
signal. We digitized the log amplifier output using a 12-bit
ADC operating at 10kSps and applied it to a curve fit with
linear interpolation to determine the amplitude in dBm for a
particular measurement.

Figure 3. Spectrum analyzer amplitude variations within a single
frequency bin, as a function of resolution bandwidth, offset from
2.396GHz. The source signal is continuous wave, -40dBm amplitude,
routed through a switch and cable matrix with total 9.2dBm loss.
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Because the log amp is a wideband detector (it reports the
RF energy across its entire sensitivity region), it does not have
the same overlapping filter issue as the spectrum analyzer.
Therefore, the log amp reports less energy than the spectrum
analyzer given the same input signal. The dramatic difference
in decreased energy measurements for a single-tone
continuous wave source signal is shown in Fig. 4.
The most important characteristic of the log amp, however,
is that it has an extremely fast response time, approximately
20nsec, which approaches time resolutions required to
measure (baseband) continuous Wi-Fi data. Unfortunately,
this response time is too fast for low cost analog-to-digital
converters, so our data capture system cannot capture data at
the full speed of the log amp. Also, the log amp reports only a
single voltage value, aggregated across its entire frequency
band. So where the spectrum analyzer is slow and provides
poor time resolution of input data, it is very good at providing
frequency-specific information. On the other hand, the log
amp has a very fast response time providing precise time
resolution of input data, but cannot provide frequency-specific
information. The complementary measurement data from
both the spectrum analyzer and log amp are used to more
accurately describe the ambient RF energy in an environment.
III. RF ENERGY MEASUREMENT COMPUTATION
In this section, we describe how to combine the spectrum
analyzer and log amp data together into a reliable RF energy
amplitude measurement.
A. Computing Measured Energy from the Spectrum
Analyzer
The data from the spectrum analyzer is captured as a twodimensional array of power versus frequency {P(fi, tj)}, where
fi is the bin frequency (1 ≤ i ≤ 461) and tj is sample number j at
time t. There is one two-dimensional array for each antenna.
The spectral density (mW) is
psd(fi,tj) = P(fi,tj) / FRBW

(1)

where FRBW=1MHz – bandwidth filter (in this case
300KHz).
Mean and max spectral densities over tj will be
psd mean(fi) = (1/Nsamples ) Σ(j) psd(fi,tj)

(2)

psd max(fi) = max(j) {psd(fi,tj)}

(3)

An “average” duty cycle per bin can be estimated as
DutyCycle(fi) = psd mean(fi) / psd max(fi)

(4)

Based on the spectrum analyzer data, the total energy over
time T for the spectrum analyzer (∆fbin is the bin width) is
Esa(T) = T × ∆fbin × Σ(i) psd mean(fi)

(5)

B. Determining and Applying Log-Amp Correction Factor
The data from the log amp is a one-dimensional array of
voltage samples, converted to power samples (dBm) via linear
interpolation combined with a lookup table, resulting in data
{Pin(tm)}. Based on the log amp data, we can estimate the
energy harvested over time T as
Elogamp(T) = (T/ Σ(m) Δtm) × Σ(m) pin(tm) × Δtm

(6)

Finally, a constant correction factor K is estimated as:
K= Elogamp(T)/ Esa(T)

(7)

This correction factor can be applied to individual
spectrum-analyzer-based measurements {Psa(fi, tj)}.
{Pcorrected(fi, tj)} = K × {Psa(fi, tj)}

(8)

{Pcorrected(fi, tj)} is the power measurement in mW for a
sweep of the spectrum analyzer as corrected by the log amp
measurement captured at the same time. This can be summed
and averaged according to equation (5) to obtain Ecorrected(T),
which is the frequency-specific data captured by the spectrum
analyzer, corrected by a constant factor derived from the
wideband data captured by the log amp.
IV.

RESULTS

A. Energy Measurement Results
We used the measurement cart in a typical office
environment, at various locations and at varying times of day.
Data was captured from a typical access point, Cisco model
AIR-LAP1131AG-A-K9, at distances of 2m and 10m with a
wall separating the access point and the measurement cart in
the 10m case. Measurements were also taken 2m from a WiFi device operating in a continuous wave source mode. The
results are shown in Table I. In Table I, losses from the
measurement switch matrix and splitter were pre-characterized
and removed from the data, and the log amp correction factor
has been applied. Table I also contains measurement
comparisons with prior work (note that Visser[5] results are
converted from 1-10µW/m2 to Watts by multiplying 0.1956m2
antenna effective area).

Figure 4. Comparison of spectrum analyzer vs. log amp
measurements using the same continuous wave RF source. The source
signal is a continuous wave output from a Wi-Fi node at three different
output power levels.

The results show significant differences in peak versus
average power measurements, for both the access point and
the continuous source. Peak energy of a Wi-Fi packet is very
strong, but on an extremely small duty cycle. While the
average power is indeed quite limited, the Wi-Fi power peaks
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TABLE I.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS, CORRECTED WITH LOG AMP
CORRECTION FACTOR, WITH COMPARISONS TO PRIOR WORK

deliver small but sufficient power to be able to harvest for
wireless sensor node systems.
B. Energy Harvesting Time Estimates to Transmit Sensed
Data
Based on these encouraging results, we estimated the
harvesting time required to store up sufficient energy for a
sensor node to transmit a RF packet containing sensor data.
For this exercise, it is assumed that the actual act of sensing
consumes a small fraction of the power required to transmit
the results, and thus has negligible impact to the harvesting
time measurements.
For these estimates, we computed the energy required to
transmit a 432-bit UDP packet using conventional RF
communications. We considered only packet transmission
time, not bootup, link establishment, or shutdown, because of
the system variability. We assumed a 40% energy harvesting
efficiency. The harvest time estimates are shown in Table II.
V. CONCLUSION
An RF energy measurement system was built and tested to
measure ambient RF energy in the 2.4GHz ISM frequency
spectrum. Two complementary measurement devices were

TABLE II.
ESTIMATED DURATION OF RF HARVESTING AT AVERAGE
AMBIENT RF ENERGY DENSITY REQUIRED TO TRANSMIT A 432-BIT UDP
PACKET

used, a spectrum analyzer (frequency-selective but slow) and a
log amp (wide-band but fast). The frequency-specific data
from the spectrum analyzer was summed and averaged, then

corrected with concurrent wide-band measurements from the
log amp. Data was captured in a typical office environment at
different locations and varying times. The processed data
measurement results show that RF energy harvesting in the
2.4GHz ISM band is feasible with a sufficiently patient duty
cycle.
VI. FUTURE WORK
In the future, we plan to capture RF energy measurement
data in a greater variety of locations. We also plan to develop
a measurement system that is more portable, that can be used
in public places such as airports, homes, conferences, and
even outdoors to evaluate energy densities in a wider variety
of "Wi-Fi enabled" locations. We would also like to develop
an RF energy "heat map" so we can visualize weak and strong
locations for a sensor node energy harvesting system. Such a
"heat map" can be used to adjust placement of access points
for more effective wireless sensor node functionality.
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